HOTELS

Plaza offers charming rooms, spacious

lobby lounge, meeting room facilities,
attentive service and excellent location
by Ingólfstorg; the main square in the old
and charming city center of Reykjavík.
The hotel is ideal for business and
leisure.
+354 595 8550
Aðalstræti 4-6, 101 Reykjavík
plaza@centerhotels.com
www.centerhotels.com/our-hotels-hotel-plaza/

255 ROOMS

CENTERHOTEL
PLAZA

THE BASICS
Bar
Meeting room & facilities
Free Wi-Fi
Free access to lobby computer
Breakfast included
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PLAZA
Plaza hotel, being a large hotel located right
smack in the city center, tries to take part in
happenings in down town Reykjavík, so that
guests can participate as well.

Celebrating

festivities like Culture night, the Icelandic
National day and Gay pride.

Plaza has been quite a popular hotel choice
amongst visitors in Iceland and has received
nominations for quality from TripAdvisor's on
numerous occasions.
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RENOVATIONS
CenterHotel Plaza has gone through extensive
renovations in the past few years starting with a
complete makeover of the breakfast area
following with renovations in the guestrooms.

And now additional 54 superior & executive
rooms are being added to the hotel making it a

hotel with 255 rooms in total in the early summer
of 2019.
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MEETING

ROOMS
Bright and welcoming meeting rooms and conference
center equipped with all the latest technology for
various types of meetings and events are located at
Plaza hotel.

Offering selection of meeting room packages with
lunch and dinner options.
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TAPAS
Plaza guests can order light tapas courses to be
served to them in the lounge or in room.
Also, all Plaza guests get 10% discount on the food
menu at all three CenterHotels restaurants that are in
short walking distance from Plaza.

HALF BOARD
The choice of three course chef’s
choice half board option is available
for Plaza guests. The half board
option must be booked prior to
arrival. The restaurants to choose
from are all three CenterHotels
restaurant.

